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Hello Patrons!

Welcome to 2020! We’re going in strong this year with 
Court of Swords, Echoes of Eternity and Far Verona and 
we’ve already put in a brand-new one shot GM’d by Vana. 
Despite my constant hassling, neither of our other GMs 
this month had any material for the zine, and frankly that 
just makes me think they probably don’t want to share 
their secret secrets with you! Which, as a GM, I appreci-
ate. Sometimes you wanna keep some things in your back 
pocket. Not me though, I’ve got all kinds of Far Verona 
and Court of Swords content for you this month! I’ll keep 
pestering Jesse and our guests to see if I can wring some 
material out of them. Hope you enjoy my notes, thoughts 
and insight in the mean time.

Thank you so much for your support, and welcome to Is-
sue 42 of the GM’s Notebook.

Adam Koebel 
RollPlay GM
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Court of Swords:

Power in the 
Riverland 

 (Episode 136+)
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RAMUS (15) BERG (15)
 – Find a means to enhance my ability to 

speak to others (easy)
- training from someone with experi-

ence & then proficiency training (Per-
suasion)
- magical boon from a god or power 

known for charisma
- magic items (crafted or found)
- find someone to speak for him

 – Recruit a proselytizer for Harmony (me-
dium) 

- Embers (already have a religion)
- Disenfranchised Peasants (find a 

way to free them from Grave Dirt)
- Convert Ten Pillars? 
- Buy a professional crier or messen-

ger from civilization
- Conquer somewhere and force it to 

be the state religion, then create mis-
sionaries
- do something “heroic” to save peo-

ple in need, then convert them

 – Convince Maharib that Harmony is the 
future (deadly)  

 – Explore a deeper meaning behind the 
vision (easy)

- research the Axe or the Hammer in 
the Sun’s archive library
- consult with Vani, go into a trance of 

some kind
- have Ramus cast spells to help him 

learn about the vision
- find someone to help him relive it 

through magic, etc.

 – Find a way to prevent future possession 
(medium)

- feats that improve Charisma save
- magic items to protect from posses-

sion
- a boon from a god or spirit that de-

fends the sanctity of the body

 – Safeguard Vani from the dangers of her 
new position (easy) 

- disagreements with Bahath (Darth 
Vader syndrome)
- threats from without (the Court, the 

Mara, the Red Talon Society)
- religious conflict with Ramus over 

Primordialism (Imixianism) vs. Har-
mony
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MAHARIB  (15) TEN PILLARS OF GOLD (15)
 – understand the power behind the axe 

(medium)
- continued attempts to commune 

with the Axe
- a vision from Vani
- more of Ramus’ magic
- die?
- go back to the void?
- interrogate Grave Dirt
- find an expert on the Mara

 – work with bahath to understand the past 
(medium)

- discuss things with Bahath
- consult Vani’s knowledge
- talk to A’wut
- return to the tribe
- find some of his past victims
- research in the Sun’s library or other 

source of knowledge

 – convince the embers to move to the 
xulin valley (medium)

- The Valley is a long way away 
through a dangerous terrain with 
two separate enemy forces scattered 
throughout.
- talk to Awut
- talk to Vani
- talk to Bahath

 – Return to Gravedirt with a newly Soul’d 
unnamed (medium) 

- - easy, just go back to Gravedirt with 
Bahath

 – Learn the extent of Bahath’s power 
(easy)

- study Bahath
- test Bahath to see what they can do
- research past incarnations
- talk to Vani
- put Bahath in a position where they 

have to fight to survive

 – Keep the Embers safe from Grave Dirt 
(medium)*

*someone from a group of Embers (a young 
warrior named Jai) returns early to the For-
tress, having had his group captured by ser-
vants of Grave Dirt - they’re in the camp 
now.**

If the characters ignore this call for help, then 
Jai and a few others will return to the camp, 
get captured and eventually this will lead 
Grave Dirt to the Fortress.

Perhaps she sends an emissary...
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 – Bahath represents:
- heedless aggression
- pure power
- thoughtlessness
- passion
- destruction

 – Grave Dirt / the Mara:
- inevitability
- patience and plotting

if the player characters leave the area for an extended period of time...
 ☐ Bahath and Grave Dirt skirmish over territory 
 ☐ **Grave Dirt discovers the Fortress of the Embers
 ☐ Bahath escalates and the Embers assault the Monastery of the Sun
 ☐ The Embers are routed, most are killed, survivors flee to the Fortress
 ☐ Grave Dirt begins the siege of the Fortress
 ☐ Grave Dirt infects the Embers with a killing sickness
 ☐ Most of the remaining Embers die of disease
 ☐ A schism forces some of the survivors underground into the dwarven tunnels
 ☐ the remaining Embers attempt to break the siege and are killed, Bahath is killed or 

enslaved by Grave Dirt   

- upheaval of what is normal
- corruption

 – Heaven / the Courts:
- tradition
- power of belief
- monetary power
- delicate balance

Themes of Power:

Front: The Power in the 
Riverlands:
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The Journey to Xulin
LOGISTICS:

Moving about a hundred followers of Imix, 
composed of young and old, some capable 
some less so, plus whatever recruits they bring 
back to the Fortress. Travelling from a moun-
tain cave to a valley in the north through heavy 
jungle, dangerous mountains and enemy-in-
fested territory to resettle somewhere farther 
from the imminent conflict. 

OPTIONS:

 – trek through the mountains using old 
dwarven roads

 – trek through the jungle using peasant paths 
and village roads

 – go east to the river, then north to the new 
border and west again to the Valley

 – magic
- teleportation circle
- airship
- moon temple highway
- void shortcut
- steal a Farang vessel, use it to transdi-

mensionally relocate, arrive in Valley?!
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Belligerents
THE FORCES OF DARKNESS: 

- Mouth Full of Worm-Ridden Grave 
Dirt, Mara General
- Last Bastard of a Dead Lineage, Un-

dead Bodyguard
- Sen, a little god
- A significant cadre of undead soldiers
- A small army of disenfranchised an-

ti-Court peasants
- Veteran Officers trained and tested in 

battle 

THE LEGITIMATE POWER:
- The King, Queen and Page of Swords in 

the Northern Capital
- The various soldiers who still remain in 

the field, attempting to fight
- A handful of fortresses and strongholds 

scattered throughout the Court of Swords
- Southern Wind, Captain of the Court 

of Swords (???)
- The meddling of the Court of Coins, 

looking to engineer a “protectorate”

THE PRIMORDIAL CULT:
- Vani, Eldritch Mother

- A’wut, technically in charge
- Bahath, living flame and avatar of Imix
- Lay Followers
- Warriors of the Embers

THE WILD CARD:
- Kheiu, the leader of the Bloody Scale 

Revenge Society
- Lum, a wind dragon
- A bunch of kobolds
- Some disenfranchised humans, too

MERCENARY OPTIONS:
- Goliath Warriors
- Court of Coins Mercenary Company
- A Tribe of Orcs (Ilneval Myth)

TO DO:
- update improve and generally repair 

Inspiration
- give Grave Dirt some magic items / 

tailor her spell list
- stat block for Bahath
- study up on Warfare rules
- consider Southern Wind
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FAR 
VERONA
Faction Turn:  
Influence Rules

We know that the Planetary Government tag provides some benefits and 
lore explanation. Whoever has that tag is the functioning government 
of the Planet. What we don’t know is how much influence other Factions 
have on the culture of that planet.

Founding Principles:
 × influence is a measured byproduct, not a separate commodity
 × influence is a subsystem we will use to determine lore primacy
 × influence is a subsystem we will use to qualify goal eligibility
 × influence is not a direct statistic, and shifts regularly

Founding Principles:
 × clarify lore responsibility and authority
 × help flavour the individual planets
 × create another vector for competition
 × give Factions with lore or ideological priorities a mechanical way to 

asset those priorities
 × influential superiority (maybe you can retire after you get X influence)
 × set requirements for Goals

// INFLUENCE 
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Iteration 1.0 (Limited Influence Model):
 × each planet has a finite clock based on how many people live there 

(more pop = bigger clock) with factions influencing that planet filling 
in segments of the clock with their own colour.

 × Each Asset is worth X
 × Each BoI is worth Y
 × Tags are worth Z (Planetary Government, Homeworld, etc.)

 × There’s a scarcity of Influence, and once it’s full you have to take it 
from someone who already has it.

Iteration 1.1 (Unlimited Influence Model):
 × same as LIM but there’s no cap on how much Influence a Faction can 

have, it’s not a race, it’s about percentage at any given time
 × Each Asset is worth X
 × Each BoI is worth Y
 × Tags are worth Z (Planetary Government, Homeworld, etc.)

 × When we need to understand Influence (for lore purposes primarily) 
we can look and see who has what amount of influence, with no limit 
to who participates

Iteration 1.2 (Unlimited Multiplier Influence Model):
 × same as LIM but there’s no cap on how much Influence a Faction can 

have, it’s not a race, it’s about percentage at any given time
 × Planetary Population acts as a multiplier to total influence

 × Each Asset is worth X
 × Each BoI is worth Y
 × Tags are worth Z (Planetary Government, Homeworld, etc.)

Interactions:
 × passively, with Assets on planet
 × passively, with Tags
 × actively by taking a Turn action
 × actively by using an Asset ability
 × pvp interaction proxied by Assets
 × passively by extension (adjacent influence increase?)

How Much Influence is Available, How Much are Things Worth?:
 × each planet has Tiers available based on population, which act as 

multipliers to Influence:
 × Failed Colony: 0
 × Outpost: x1
 × Fewer Than a Million: x2 
 × Several Million: x3
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 × Hundreds of Millions: x4
 × Billions: x5
 × Alien Civilization: x1

 × Tech Level As Modifier 
 × TL 5 x2
 × TL 4+ x1.5
 × TL 4 x1
 × TL 3 x0.75
 × TL 2 x0.5
 × TL 1 x0.25

 × each Faction Has Assets and Tags to Add Up Influence:
 × Base of Influence = 1 per hp (current)
 × Homeworld Tag = 10
 × Each Asset = 1
 × Planetary Government = +2
 × Miscellaneous Bonuses or Penalties 
 × Faction Tags

Faction Tags
 × Cultural Influencer

Planet Tags:

Quarantined World 0.7
Tomb World 0.7
Hivemind 0.8
Out of Contact 0.8
Prison Planet 0.8
Zombies 0.8
Cheap Life 0.9
Colonized Population 0.9
Dying Race 0.9
Hostile Biosphere 0.9
Hostile Space 0.9
Minimal Contact 0.9
Radioactive World 0.9

WHAT MISCELLANEOUS BONUSES, PENALTIES AND 
TAGS APPLY?:
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Problems to Solve / Questions to Answer
 × does a Faction’s influence cap out?
 × does Homeworld give some kind of minimum base? permanently fill 

some slots despite other rules, gives a baseline influence?
 × what impact to “dead” factions have on Influence / how do we re-

move that influence in-game?
 × a tag to reduce influence on planets?

To Calculate:

Rigid Culture 0.9
Exchange Consulate 1.1
Gold Rush 1.1
Local Specialty 1.1
Local Tech 1.1
Pilgrimage Site 1.1
Post-Scarcity 1.1
Urbanized Surface 1.1
Major Spaceyard 1.2
Pleasure World 1.2
Sole Supplier 1.2
Trade Hub 1.2
Cultural Power 1.2
Police State Special
Secret Masters Special

This Faction’s Assets are particularly good at altering the cultural and 
social behaviour of the populations of the planets they are present on. All 
Assets belonging to this Faction grant an additional 50% Influence each. 
In Addition, becoming the Planetary Government grants an additional 
50% influence to that bonus.  

PCVI: Base Population x TL, 
Modified by Planet Tags

Presence: (Non-BOI Assets + BoI Hp + Pgov)
Modified by Faction Tags

 × Homeworld
Total Influence: Presence*PCVI 

NEW TAG: CULTURAL INFLUENCER
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In the Distant Future:
 × a planet / system / sector “happiness” rating
 × localized non-Faction resistance, rebellions, etc.
 × Planet Tags affecting more than Fiction

TEST PLANET: NAVETTE (X2 PLANET)

TEST PLANET: ORPHEUS

Trilliant: 5hp BoI (10 Influence) + 3 Assets (6 Influence) + PG (4) = 20 
Influence

High Church: 5hp BoI (10 Influence) = 10 Influence

Vagrant: 2 Assets (4 Influence) = 4 Influence

Serpens: 1hp BoI (2 Influence) + 1 Assets (2 Influence) = 4 Influ-
ence

The Deathless: 1 hp BoI (2 Influence) = 2 Influence

Total Influence: 40 Influence

50% Trilliant, 25% HC, 10% Each Vagrant and Serpens, 5% Deathless

Several Million People, TL 4 (3)  
Cultural Power x1.3
House Crux: Party Machine, Pretech Infantry (7.8 total)

House Lyra (v1): Party Machine, Party Machine, BoI (1hp) + Homeworld + 
PGov (15x3.9) (58.5 total)

House Lyra (v2): Party Machine, Party Machine, BoI (1hp) + Homeworld + 
PGov + Faction Tag (50% increase per asset or PGOV) [1.5 
+ 1.5 + 1.5 + 10 + 3 = 17.5] (68.25 total) 

House Lyra (v3): Party Machine, Party Machine, BoI (14hp) + Homeworld + 
PGov [1.5 + 1.5 + 21 + 10 +3 = 37] (144.3 total)
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TEST PLANET: BORA

Hundreds of Millions, TL 1 (1) 
Quarantined World 0.7  
Tomb World 0.7 
Planetary Cultural Value Index = 0.4
Triangulum: Base of Influence /s (1hp) (0.75) 

Covert Shipping (1)  
Party Machine /s (0.75)

Presence: 2.5

Total: 1

TEST PLANET: ECHO

Hundreds of Millions, TL 4 (4) 
Cultural Power x1.3 
Planetary Cultural Value Index = 5.2
PRISM v1:

 × 29 HP BoI (29)
 × 2x Marketers (2)
 × 5x Party Machine (5)
 × 1x Shipping Combine (1)
 × Homeworld (10)
 × PGov (2)
 × Presence: (49)
 × Total Influence: 254.8

 × PRISM v2:
 × 29 HP BoI (29) (43.5)
 × 2x Marketers (2)(3)
 × 5x Party Machine (5)(7.5)
 × 1x Shipping Combine (1)(1.5)
 × Homeworld (10)
 × PGov (2)(3)

Presence: (68.5)

Total Influence: 356.2

Triangulum: 1HP BoI / S (0.75) 
Covert Shipping / S (.75)

Presence: 1.5

Total: 7.8
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Court of Swords:

DM Notes 
 Episode: 134, 135 & 137

FAR 
VERONA
//13 and 14
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